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“Psychic Sheath” Damage:
Experiencing Demons – or Angels!
Carol R. Keppler
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You may end up rolling your eyes but first I ask that you listen with an open mind. All I’m about
to share with you has come to me because of my passion for health and healing. Always there
looms the question, “why?” For instance, why do some people get sick and others not?
Recently my questions have centered around the terrible things that human beings do to
themselves and each other: from the genocides on foreign soil to murder and rape, “road
rage”, out-of-control children, the horrors of post-partum depression and the anorexia-bulimia
syndrome, not to mention campus shootouts and escalating teen suicides.
And so much depression – chaining its victims to drugs. The rampant mental health debacle
knows no social barriers; bi-polar disorder strikes rich and poor alike. It’s a frightening and
lonely world out there with more and more people from tots and teens to the elderly
experiencing an inner turmoil not understood by themselves or the medical community.
After years of searching through the use of intuited research for answers in the pursuit of
health, a common ingredient showed up – a severely damaged “psychic sheath”, which we at
first surmised to be intangible like the aura, with damage by the same things that harm the
Repair Loop. 1
•

Body trauma – by accident, sports injury, operations, dental procedures, war injury,
high fevers, lack of oxygen, extreme heat or cold, starvation

•

Emotional trauma – tied, for instance, to injury, divorce, rape, abandonment, childhood
trauma, war

•

Chemical toxins (by ingestion, injection, inhalation, absorption) – because of alcohol,
street drugs, medications, job-related toxins, Gulf War Syndrome, immunizations, some
mattresses (!), pesticides and herbicides, new homes (!) and much more – may be
cumulative

•

Chaotic electric – often job related (painters, fire fighters, heavy equipment operators,
radio and TV studios, army camps, electric shocks, lightning or near lightning strikes) –
may be cumulative

More intuited questioning presented us with a startling breakthrough. The “psychic sheath”,
which was intuited to be the three coverings of the brain (the meninges, arachnoid and dura),
has several functions, but the one we were interested in is its use as a barrier to provide
protection to the human psyche from the interference of “entities” or “earth-bound spirits”. 2
What are some of the signs often noticed first by family members of psychic sheath
malfunction? Personality changes such as angry outbursts, argumentative behavior or a sullen
attitude, as well as acting without conscience – definitely being “not themselves”.
What we are actually seeing is the work of what some have called the demons within, thoughts,
words and actions that are no longer theirs or “mind chatter” from one or sometimes more
interfering spirits, and heard only by the person who no longer has an intact “psychic sheath”.
More often than not what they are experiencing won’t be mentioned because a confidant
would think one “crazy” or at the very least, mentally unstable. So each suffers in silence.
We found two books, both written by psychiatrists, that helped us better understand all the
information we had accumulated by intuition. One, by Dr. George Ritchie, chronicles his neardeath experience while a 20-year-old soldier – a mind jolting account of his nine minutes on the
“other side”. He describes these
spirits and their struggle to find a suitable body to invade, one with the coverings of the brain
opened by the body trauma mentioned above.3 This is a true story, and a must for anyone who
believes they may have psychic sheath damage, or for those of us who work in the health field
with those who have these challenges.
Interestingly enough, it has been intuited that there are others who have experienced these
same traumas who also find themselves in touch with the “other side” but in a positive way, as
in the case of those who are psychic or clairvoyant. James Van Praagh, Sylvia Browne and John
Edwards “talk to the dead”. Although their psychic sheath is open, they are in touch with a
higher order of spirit as discussed in Dr. VanDusen’s book.4 Because of their positive
experiences they generally would not consider “fixing” a psychic sheath through which they
were capable of helping so many of their fellow men.
We know that medications can to some extent keep the negative effects of interfering spirits
under control, but not without the extreme toxicity of most of the psychotropic medications in
use today. Psychotherapy also has its limitations. But there is hope in the field of the subtle
frequency formulas, the energy medicine. Not only can energy medicine help with psychic
sheath repair but this level of energy formulas is capable of neutralizing toxins in the entire
body at the cellular level. That equates to radical wellness not only at the physical level, but
mental, emotional and psychological as well. Energy medicine, or “future medicine” as it has
been called, is here now and not a moment too soon.
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